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Abstract – For more than 30 years, under support from

primarily the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

our group at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been

designing, building and operating airborne Microwave

Temperature Profilers (MTPs) for many different research

aircraft.  Recently we received support from the National

Science Foundation to build an MTP for the National Center

for Atmospheric Research's new Gulfstream V research

aircraft named HIAPER.  This paper provides some

background on the MTP, and describes how this latest

instrument, which was designed from scratch to mount on a

standard six-inch-inside-diameter canister used on many

research aircraft, incorporates our unique experience to

produce a state-of-the-art instrument.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For more than 30 years our JPL group has been designing,

building and operating airborne Microwave Temperature Profilers

(MTPs) on many different research aircraft.  The size and mass of

the MTPs has declined significantly over the years as technology

has improved.  For example, our first instrument weighed nearly

300 kg and occupied a full half-rack on a research aircraft, while

our current instruments weight about 10 kg and could fit in a large

shoebox. All our instruments can fly autonomously, they are very

reliable, and they have accumulated more than 4300 research

flight hours.

Recently we received support from the American National

Science Foundation (NSF) to build an MTP for the National

Center for Atmospheric Research's (NCAR) new Gulfstream V

research aircraft named HIAPER.  This paper describes how this

newest instrument incorporates our unique experience to produce

a state-of-the-art instrument.  It was designed from scratch to

mount on a six-inch-inside-diameter canister. These canisters have

standard mechanical and electrical interfaces, and are used on

many research aircraft.

An MTP passively measures the natural thermal emission from

oxygen molecules in the Earth's atmosphere by scanning from

near zenith to near nadir in the flight direction (Denning et al.,

1989).  Early temperature profiles were created using a very

simple “applicable altitude” technique (Gary, 1989). Today a

quasi-Bayesian statistical retrieval process designed for the

airborne environment uses the MTP brightness temperature

measurements to generate a vertical temperature profile

(Mahoney, 2003).  This allows the tropopause height to be

identified, which provides meteorological context for other in situ

or remote trace gas, hydrometeor or aerosol measurements.  If the

temperature profile is converted to a potential temperature profile

from scan to scan, the altitude of specific potential temperature

surfaces (called isentropes) can be identified as well.  Isentropes

are the streamlines on which air parcels flow, so they allow

atmospheric dynamics to be studied.  References on the use of the

MTP data will be given at the end of this paper.

2. DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the new MTP installed on a wing strut of the

NSF/NCAR Gulfstream V atmospheric research aircraft; in the

background there is another instrument on the other side of the

wing strut.  Wing struts and other hard points for attaching

canister-mounted instruments are common on many research

aircraft because they greatly simplify mechanical and electrical

integration.

The overall architecture of the canister-mounted MTP is shown in

Figure 2.   The numbers in the following description refer to the

numbers in the upper or bottom left-hand corner of the blocks in

the figure.  As shown on the left side of Figure 2, most of the MTP

components are located inside a fiberglass Fairing (2) on the front

Figure 1. The new state-of-the-art Microwave Temperature

Profiler (foreground) shown installed on the NSF/NCAR

Gulfstream V research aircraft. The fairing (white) has a high-

density polyethylene (HDPE) window, which is microwave

transparent. This allows the scan mirror to view through it to make

measurements from the zenith to nadir in the flight direction.



of a six-inch inside-diameter aluminum Canister (1).  The fairing

has a microwave-transparent HDPE Window (3) for viewing using

a Scan Mirror (5) inside the fairing, which is driven by a Stepper

Motor (6).   In addition to viewing ten different elevation angles

from near-zenith to near-nadir in the flight direction, the Scan

Mirror also views a Reference Target (4) for gain calibration

purposes.  The microwave signal received by the Scan Mirror

focuses on to a conical feed horn that connects to the Radiometer

(7), which is mounted on a thermally isolated temperature-

controlled plate.  Another microwave signal from a Frequency

Synthesizer (9) is fed into the Radiometer to down-convert the

atmospheric emission signal to baseband.  The Frequency

Synthesizer and Power Supplies (10) are located in the Canister

(1) itself, which is mounted on a strut attached to a wing hard

point (see Figure 1).

The detected base band signal is processed by a voltage-to-

frequency converter (VFC) on the Controller Board (8), which

communicates with the MTP Cabin Computer (MCC) shown on

the right side of Figure 2.  The Controller Board also receives and

processes commands from the MCC and sends data back to the

MCC. The MCC records this data and retrieves real time

temperature profiles.

Small Temperature Controller Boards are used at four or five

locations in the MTP, depending on the type of frequency

synthesizer used, to maintain stable temperatures and to prevent

water vapor from freezing on ascent or condensation to form on

descent after cold soaking.  These locations are the Reference

Target, the Radiometer Plate, the Power Supply/Synthesizer Plate,

and the Controller Board enclosure.  The controllers all operate

near 40 C.

In Figure 3, view (a) shows from left to right the Frequency

Synthesizer, DC Power Supplies, Stepper Motor, Controller Board

box, Reference Target and Scan Mirror (observing the reference

target).  View (b) is view (a) rotated 180 degrees to show the

Radiometer.  View (c) is view (a) with the Canister added and the

Scan Mirror rotated 180 degrees to observe to the right (forward).

Finally, view (d) is view (a) with the Canister and front Fairing

added.  The microwave transparent HDPE Window can be seen on

the top right of the fairing.  The MTP can be mounted in the

Canister as in views (c) and (d), or rotated 90 degrees.  (There are

two orthogonal connectors on the back of the Canister that allow

this.)  Not shown is a plastic back fairing behind (left of) the front

Fairing which is used to make the package more aerodynamic.

The configuration shown has the Frequency Synthesizer mounted

as in view (a).  Our standard configuration has a much smaller

Frequency Synthesizer mounted right of the power supplies; in

this configuration the left end could be used to mount a PC-104

control computer for self-contained autonomous operation.  The

alternative is to use a rack-mounted computer in the aircraft cabin

to control the MTP.  This can be done autonomously as well, but

offers the advantages that several additional data products can be

displayed in real time, and the data can also be sent to the ground

via satellite links for analysis.

3. DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

The MTP described in this paper was designed from scratch to

take advantage of our more than 30 years of experience in

designing and building MTPs.  Our other existing instruments

evolved from an initial design in increments over the years as

technology improved, which allowed more compact and lighter

instruments. Here we describe improvements used in this state-of-

the-art design.

3.1 Canister-mounted MTP
All our existing MTPs have required custom mechanical and

electrical interfaces to operate on different aircraft.  In both the

United States and abroad, there is now a standard 6-inch inside-

diameter canister (see Figures 1 and 3) that is used on many

research aircraft to mount different instruments.  This greatly

simplifies and reduces the cost of integrating instruments on

research aircraft.  With our new canister-mounted MTP, we should

be able to exploit these advantages.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the canister-mounted MTP, which

shows major components, and data (blue) and power (red)

connectivity.

Figure 3. Four views of the canister-mounted MTP are shown

above; they are explained in the text.



3.2 Controller Board
All of the controlling electronics are integrated onto a single 4-

inch by 5-inch multi-layer printed circuit board (PCB) with

surface-mount hardware shown in Figure 4.  This greatly reduces

the size and mass of the electronics, and increases their capability

and reliability.

The Controller Board has three PIC microcontrollers (PICmicro

by Microchip Technology) performing different functions.  One

PIC controls the asynchronous RS-422 input and output with the

MTP Cabin Computer, and communicates with the other hardware

over a serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus (see Figure 5).  On the

SPI bus, a second PIC times and counts the signal from the

Radiometer voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC), and a third

records and processes data from an on-board vertical

accelerometer used for studying the relation between temperature

profiles and Clear Air Turbulence (CAT).

The Local Oscillator (LO) Frequency Synthesizer is controlled

directly as a device on the SPI bus, and the Stepper Motor is

controlled via an RS-485 interface through an SPI UART.  The

SPI bus also controls the multiplexing and A/D conversions

needed to read resistance data from six platinum resistive

temperature devices (RTDs).  The RTDs are placed on instrument

components requiring accurate temperature measurement for data

processing, such as the Reference Target, HDPE Window, and

components in the Radiometer.  (Eight channels are available on

the RTD multiplexer of which two are used for precision

calibration resistors, which have an extremely low temperature

coefficient.  This obviates the need to insert precision resistors for

the RTDs before and after a field campaign to verify their

calibration, as we have to do with our other instruments.)  Less

critical temperatures and voltages are measured on a separate 16-

channel engineering data multiplexer. This multiplexer also

receives data from a vertical accelerometer.

3.3  Temperature Controller Boards
Temperature-controlled components on the MTP include the

Reference Target, Frequency Synthesizer, Power Supply Plate,

Radiometer Plate, and Controller Board box. This is done using a

1.5-inch by 2.5-inch custom Temperature Controller Board, which

is much smaller than our existing designs. It uses a PIC, which

measures the difference between a set-point resistor and a

thermistor on the component being temperature controlled.  Using

this information, a Proportional-Integral (PI) algorithm then pulse-

width modulates a solid-state, zero-switching relay driving the

heaters.  Temperature control at the point where the thermistor is

mounted is approximately ±0.1C.

3.4 Stepper Motor With Embedded Controller
Our existing instruments have required separate controller boards

for the Scan Mirror stepper motors.  Stepper motors are now

available with embedded controllers which only require an RS-

485 serial signal, which is provided by a UART on the Controller

Board SPI bus (see Figure 5).

3.5 Temperature-Controlled Reference Target

Until recently our instruments used a reference target which was

not temperature controlled.  These targets were near the ambient

temperature with a thermal time constant of about a half-hour.

This can limit calibration options when the science measurement

strategy requires atmospheric profiling (that is, frequent ascents

and descents).  The reason for this is that one of our calibration

techniques for the instrument gain involves taking the difference

in radiometric readings between the outside air and the reference

target.  If the reference target is not heated, the temperature diff-

erence between these two measurements can be small.  Another

potential problem can occur in humid environments where

moisture can be absorbed by the target on the ground, and then it

freezes inside the target after launch, which affects the emissivity

of the target until the ice sublimates off.  A heated, temperature-

controlled target obviously avoids these problems.  The new MTP

was designed so that it could be upgraded to a rotating two-target

design with back-to-back targets connected by a thermoelectric

heat pump to maintain a temperature difference between them.

3.6 Base Band Radiometer

There are 33 spectral lines in the 60 GHz oxygen absorption band

(plus others at higher frequencies).  To an altitude of about 10-km

the pressure broadening of the lines is sufficiently strong that the

details of individual line shapes are not very important. At higher

altitudes however this becomes a concern.  Our existing MTPs

observe at three frequencies between 55 and 60 GHz, where the

average spectral line separation is approximately 610 MHz.  To

Figure 4. The component side of the MTP Controller Board.

There are seven connectors on the bottom side.

Figure 5. Canister-mounted MTP Controller Board block diagram

showing attached hardware.



improve the signal-to-noise, a double side band receiver is used.

To down convert the oxygen microwave signal to an intermediate

frequency (IF) for detection, a local oscillator (LO) signal from a

frequency synthesizer is tuned between a pair of spectral lines

(triangular marker in Figure 6).  These signals are combined in a

mixer to produce an IF signal at about 305 MHz (or about half of

the average line separation).  A limitation of this approach is that,

because the pairs of lines are not exactly separated from each other

by 610 MHz, the upper and lower side bands are not centered on

the lines.  In addition, the lines in the two side bands may have

different absorption strengths, which degrades the retrievals

because they are viewing different distances.  Improvements in

mixer performance now allow good noise performance in the base

band (that is, down to DC).  As a result our new instrument can

tune the LO to a line’s center frequency (diamond markers in

Figure 6), which guarantees upper and lower side band alignment

and nearly equal absorption strengths in both side bands.

3.7 Upgraded Scan System
The new MTP scan system consists of a scan mirror, chain drive,

conical corrugated feed horn, and orthomode transducer.

Although our existing feed horns have the same antenna pattern,

the new scan mirror could be made larger because the support

brackets were placed further apart where they attach to the chain

drive sprocket; this improves side lobe performance.

3.8 FAA Certified MTP
In general airborne research instruments are not certified by

government aviation authorities -- at least in part because of the

cost involved.  However, this can limit the airspace in which the

instruments are flown.  The canister-mounted MTP has been both

electrically and mechanically FAA certified.  This means that the

canister-mounted MTP can fly on any research or other aircraft

anywhere in the world.

4. CLOSING REMARKS

The JPL MTP group currently flies four MTPs on five different

airborne atmospheric research aircraft: the NASA ER-2, WB-57F,

and DC-8, the European Union’s M-55 (“Geophysica”), and the

NSF/NCAR Gulfstream V.  We are also currently integrating one of

our instruments on the NASA Global Hawk.  Much more

information on the MTP can be found on the MTP web site.  The

home page (Mahoney, 2009) contains a direct link to a list of MTP-

related publications (Mahoney, 2009), where PDF files are

generally available.  References are also included here for a few

applications of MTP data: mesoscale temperature variability (Gary,

2008), tropopause (Murphy, 1998) and isentrope (Lowe, 2006)

usage, gravity wave studies (Doernbrack, 2002) and planetary

boundary layer measurements (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
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Figure 6. The molecular oxygen absorption spectrum from 56 to

58 GHz. Existing MTPs place the LO between pairs of spectral

lines, as the triangular marker at 56.65 GHz shows.  The new

MTP can operate at base band and place the LO on line center as

shown by the diamond-shaped markers.


